The reduction of the three-dimensional classical electromagnetism is performed in a twofold way. In the first case the ordinary two-dimensional electromagnetism is obtained with sources in the form of conserved electric currents flowing along the surface. The electric field is a two-vector tangent to the surface and magnetic field is a scalar quantity. In the second approach the reduced theory is that of the two-vector magnetic field and a scalar electric one. The only source coupled to the fields is now a scalar subject to no conservation law. In the redefined theory this scalar source is may be converted into an eddy magnetic current flowing in the surface. No magnetic monopoles appear. Our results can find some applications in the electrodynamics of thin layers and of metal-dielectric interfaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic waves trapped in thin surfaces have long attracted the attention of both physicists and engineers due to various possible applications in optoelectronics, optical communication or integrated optics [1] [2] [3] . One of possible practical realizations are thin dielectric layers of various shapes confining waves due to the phenomenon of total internal reflection and leading to the so called open waveguides [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . While appropriately adjusting parameters as layer thickness, refractive index of the material, wave frequency, one can create a system in which only fundamental T E and T M modes are captured, all other being of radiative character and escaping from the layer. Depending on the electromagnetic properties of the media either T E (dielectric layer) or T M mode (magnetic layer) may be squeezed around the layer [12] .
Still more 'flat' waves appear as the so called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), propagating along the metal-dielectric interface (for instance silver-silica or even silver-air) and being spatially confined in the perpendicular direction [13] . Contrary to a typical dielectric waveguide, where fields are of evanescent character only outside of the border surface, SPPs exponentially decay on both sides of an interface: on one side because of the conductor properties and total internal reflection on the other. Their emergence results from the negative value of the dielectric constant (see for instance DrudeSommerfeld model of electron gas [15] [16] [17] ) typical for the interaction of noble metal nanostructures with electromagnetic waves at optical frequencies [14] . Practically such a system is created by placing a thin metallic film on a dielectric substrate.
The description of light propagation in thin structures becomes more and more important due to increasing miniaturization in optoelectronics and intensive development of nanophysics. For this description twodimensional reduced theory of electromagnetism [18] [19] [20] is often used as a model. The situation in an open wave- * torado@fuw.edu.pl guide to a certain extent may be mimicked in that way but with certain limitations [12] . On the other hand in the case of SPPs the T M modes are the only ones that propagate along the surface (corresponding T E modes do not arise due to the boundary conditions), and cannot be described by the usual form of the 2D electromagnetism with the Lagrangian
where
Here and below we use the system of units, where c = = 1. In this system the vacuum permeability is the inverse of permittivity:
In the present paper we would like to perform the reduction of the Maxwell electromagnetism from 3 spatial dimensions to 2 in a systematic way. In section II we show that this reduction can be done in a twofold way, leading to two versions of the Lagrangian: either that with electromagnetic tensor given by (2) or the one with electric and magnetic fields interchanged. This second version is more convenient to describe SPPs, and both are necessary to deal with the propagation in thin dielectric/magnetic layers. It is also needed in order to preserve E ↔ B duality known from 3D theory (in the absence of sources).
The most convenient approach to perform this reduction is that coordinate independent, based on differential forms formulation of electromagnetism [21, 22] , since it allows to treat flat and curved surfaces on an equal footing. This language has the advantage (over tensor notation in its full complexity) of significantly simplifying calculations.
In section III, we analyze the role of the scalar source appeared during reduction. We show, that this kind of a source can be connected with surface plasmons.
II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION OF ELECTROMAGNETISM
In four space-time dimensions the set of Maxwell equations reads:
The electromagnetic fields can be consistently coupled only to a conserved current, i.e. satisfying the continuity equation
which is the obvious consequence of equations (3a) and (3c). For our applications it is especially convenient to rewrite these equations in terms of differential forms as:
and
which are coordinate-independent and suitable for the reduction of electromagnetism to lower-dimensional curved surfaces. We adopt here the mathematical notation, in which the degree of a given form is marked with an index above its symbol. When this mark is absent, the symbol refers to the corresponding physical quantity and not the differential form. Apart from (5a)-(5d) there are also two constitutive relations:
specifying the connection between field intensities E, H and flux densities D, B or rather their corresponding differential forms. The Hodge star operator in a certain N -dimensional space (in (7a) and (7b) we mean 3D space, not the 4D space-time) acts on the base k-forms in the standard way:
where ǫ j1,...,jN denotes the N -dimensional antisymmetric symbol and g is the determinant of the metric tensorĝ.
We use the usual convention, where matrix elements of g are denoted by lower indexes, i.e. g ij , and the symbol g ij refers to the elements of the inverse tensor:
δ k i being the Kronecker delta. Below, in order to distinguish between the metric tensor in three and two dimensions we will write eitherĝ 3D orĝ 2D . The Hodge star in various spaces will be denoted as * 3 or * 3+1 for three-dimensional space or 3 + 1 dimensional space-time respectively. Similar notation * 2 or * 2+1 refers to reduced space (or space-time).
Now we would like to reduce the whole set of equations to a certain two-dimensional, and in general curved surface. This reduction will be performed in the following way. We first choose in the 3D space a system of orthogonal coordinates well-fitting to the considered limiting surface. They will be called u, v, w, referred to also by indexes as 1, 2, 3. The w coordinate plays a special role: the corresponding tangent vector (to say it precisely: the tangent vector to the 3D space, which is, however, normal to the considered sub-surface) defines the direction along which the projection is going to be done. The additional condition we impose while choosing the coordinates is that |∇ w r| = 1 (we use the notation ∇ w = ∂/∂w). This means that this tangent vector may rotate, while changing u and v, but it cannot change its length. Such a choice gives:
The connection with the Cartesian system is then given by the dependence r(u, v, w). In terms of these curvilinear coordinates the field forms read:
and those for the source are
This identification is consistent, since electric field is in fact a force acting on a unit charge and therefore in the natural way is associated with certain one-form (i.e the work form). Similarly H appears in magnetic circuit and should be linked to one-form too. In turn such quantities as B or D are connected with fluxes, so they correspond to two-forms.
In the literature the source forms are often defined as respectively. The definition (12) seems, however, more natural, since ρ is a volume and J a surface density. If the coordinates are correctly chosen, the surface is obtained by putting w = 0 and is then parametrized by r(v, u, 0). A unit vector normal to the surface at a given point may be written as
Now, the reduction to the two-dimensional space, which is parametrized by u and v, may be accomplished in a twofold way. First we take the right interior product (i.e. such that the contracted vector stands on the right of the form) of all equations (5a-5d) with the normal vector e n , obtaining the following set:
The presence of Hodge star operator in two equations will be justified later (see the comment after formula (34)). Since in the chosen orthogonal coordinates du⌋e n = dv⌋e n = 0 and dw⌋e n = 1, we obtain:
The above set leads (upon neglecting the w derivative since no quantity in our 'flat' world may depend on this variable) to the following Maxwell equations in two dimensions:
all symbols being explained below. The additional subscript e stands for 'electric' to distinguish the sources from magnetic ones dealt with below. The Eq. (14d) is omitted, since it is an identity. The current satisfies the two-dimensional version of the continuity equation:
which results from (16a), (16b) and (16d) and could also have been written as
The reduced constitutive equations in the considered case have the form
since in three dimensions * * is an identity. The value of ǫ 0 in 2D is in general different from that in 3D and should be determined from the measurement of the Coulomb force in such a hypothetic world. The relations (19a) and (19b) expressed in terms of coordinates become:
where the symbol g 3D here and below naturally refers to g 3D | w=0 .
The above reduced equations should be compared to what one obtains while directly formulating the electromagnetism on the two-dimensional surface. Instead of (11c)- (11d) and (12) we would, then, write:
and also
The minus sign in (21b) is due to the application of the Hodge star operation resulting from constitutive equation. The Maxwell and continuity equations have the form analogous to (5a)-(5d) and (6) , with the obvious modifications concerning the degree of the corresponding differential forms. The Eq. (5d) becomes here an obvious identity. Written in terms of variables u and v, these equations turn out to be identical to (16a)-(16d) and (17) . Some attention, however, should paid to the constitutive equations. In 2D, we obtain:
In orthogonal coordinates we have (there is no summation over i in the formula below):
where the last equality is owed to (10). Now we see, that the constitutive equations (23a)-(23c) become identical to (20a)
The second alternative for the reduction, in place of (14a)-(14d), consists on considering
equivalent to
where subscript w of j has been omitted and m is added to mark the connection of the scalar j with magnetic sources. Note that the continuity equation
does not introduce any new condition, since it becomes an identity (any 0-form cannot be contracted with a vector). Therefore, no restrictions on j arise. The reduced constitutive equations in this case are
and in terms of coordinates they read:
Since in the chosen variables we have (g 3D ) 33 = 1 and
and the relation (29a) between D and E may be given the more common form:
All obtained equations agree with the two-dimensional ones only if we formulate the electromagnetism via usual Maxwell equations with:
instead of (21) . The reduction of field equations to the 2 dimensional space may be seen as equivalent to dividing components of the vector variables in the following way:
and similarly for the sources:
The subscript w has been neglected everywhere, to emphasize that quantities E, D, H, B, j m are now scalars and not third components of vectors. At a given point there exist, then, two-dimensional vectors lying in the plane tangent to the surface and scalars. The set of Maxwell equations (3a-3d) may be written in the form of two above disjoint subsets (16a-16d) and (26a-26d).
The fact that the whole set breaks up into two subsets (together with the constitutive equations) justifies the use of Hodge star in equations (14b), (14d), (25a), (25c) spoken of below Eqs. (14) . While looking at (33a) and (33b) one should, however, remember that D and B have in 2D other dimensions than their 3D counterparts. In a flat world the flux densities are integrated over curves rather than over surfaces. The change of dimensionality of fields is accounted for by the similar change in ǫ 0 , which is also necessary to maintain the modified Coulomb law.
There are then two kinds of electromagnetisms in 2 spatial dimensions as well as two kinds of sources (we neglect the possibility of the existence of magnetic sources containing monopoles): a current flowing in the surface, having vector character subject to the reduced continuity equation (17) and a scalar j with no conservation restrictions. The former generates electric field tangent to the surface and a scalar magnetic field, and the latter a tangent magnetic field and an electric scalar.
In terms of electromagnetic potential, these results may be obtained in the following way. First we define the one-form in 4 space-time dimensions:
and next the two-form corresponding to the electromagnetic tensor F µν :
Now we apply either
which leads to
giving
where the components of the potential have been divided similarly to (33):
The first theory is then described by the ordinary vector potential with components [Φ(t, v, u), A v (t, v, u), A u (t, v, u)], out of which only one is independent after gauge fixing and exploiting the Gauss law, and the second one by a single scalar field A(t, v, u), with no gauge freedom and no Gauss law. In this latter case the Lagrangian of the free electromagnetism would have the form usual for the scalar field:
III. SOURCES
What requires some attention is the character of the scalar source in (26a). Waves described by the set (26) can be produced in thin layers for instance by charges performing oscillatory motion within the layer, perpendicular to it. As mentioned earlier this kind of a source in 2 + 1-dimensional space-time does not have to satisfy any conservation law. The Eqs. (26) do not require any continuity equation for j m . It becomes clear if we imagine our surface as emerged in the larger 3D space. Among various (conserved) currents flowing in this space, a class of those perpendicular to the two-dimensional sub-surface, can be distinguished. Imagine a moving electric charge breaking through the surface. From the point of view of an inhabitant of this 'flat' world, such a charge is first emerging and then dissolving leaving eventually a wave propagating along (or within) the surface.
It would be convenient to model such a source in the 2D surface, where perpendicular degrees of freedom are suppressed, without referring to any larger space. The possible practical realization are surface plasmons for which electromagnetic modes of this kind are the only propagating and confined ones [11] . In this case the quantity j m (u, v) may correspond to time-dependent local surface charge density oscillations.
Let us come back for a moment to the four-dimensional space-time and temporarily use Cartesian coordinates. The electric current can be decomposed onto the transverse (i.e. sourceless) and longitudinal (i.e. irrotational) components in the following way:
where time derivative of U has been introduced for convenience. The continuity equation (4) is then automatically satisfied. The spurious fourth component may be gauged away
since φ does not appear in any physical equations, and one can impose the gauge condition ∇V = 0. Substituting (43) into the Maxwell equations:
we see that both V and U can be absorbed by the following redefinition of electromagnetic fields:
In the language of differential forms we would write:
with obvious notation. After this change V and U reappear as magnetic current, but still sourceless, i.e. without magnetic charges:
due to the gauge condition. Now we can turn to the scalar source appearing in (26a). It would be natural to convert it into a current flowing within the two-dimensional surface. It can be done in the similar spirit as above. We will show, that this scalar source may be reinterpreted as a purely eddy magnetic current in the reduced space. The mathematical property of any smooth scalar function j m (u, v) is that it may be written in the following way:
where k u (u, v) and k v (u, v) are certain new functions, where again their time dependence has been omitted. The existence of them may be immediately justified if one associates a differential 2-form with the scalar j(u, v):
As a 2-form in 2 dimensions this form is obviously closed and by virtue of Poincaré lemma it has a primitive 1-form
which proves (50). The formulas for k u,v may be explicitly given in terms of j as
These quantities are not unequivocally defined, since they can be modified by adding ∂ u λ(u, v) and ∂ v λ(u, v) respectively for arbitrary scalar function λ(u, v). This acts as a gauge operation for the current potential. Let us now define the new magnetic field strength in the curved two-dimensional world:
and, in accordance with (29b) and (29c), the inductioñ
or equivalently
Upon this redefinition, the set of Maxwell equations (26) takes the form
where the components of the magnetic current are
The magnetic charge density ρ m is not physical, and may be gauged away by imposing the appropriate conditions on k u,v (i.e. one can assume ρ m = 0). Therefore, we are left with a purely eddy magnetic current j m . The continuity equation is trivially satisfied, again due to the gauge condition:
It would be interesting to visualize the flow of j m in some special cases. This is done in Figure 1 . The stream lines on the plane and on the cylinder turn out to be quite natural. However, in the case of a truly curved surface, a cone, they behave differently. When curvature is very large, and this is the case close to the tip, the φ component of the current (58) becomes enormous. This is a consequence of the fact that (g 3D ) φφ tends to infinity. Because the stream lines cannot cross one another, all of them have to rotate around the cone axis.
The sources shown in Figure 1 come from the scalar j m (u, v), which was chosen to be localized in space. For the case of surface-polarons sources they may be delocalized and are rather superpositions of those presented above.
IV. SUMMARY
Summarizing the obtained results, one can say that the 2D theory of electromagnetism can be obtained from ordinary three-dimensional theory by the appropriate reduction to lower dimensional space in two possible ways. The first one leads to ordinary electromagnetism with a two-component electric field and a scalar magnetic field with conserved electric currents flowing within the surface. It is the usual form to be found in textbooks. This theory is suitable for the approximate description of the T E modes (i.e. those with electric field tangent to the surface) propagating within dielectric waveguides or along surfaces with evanescent tails in the outer space.
For the proper description of T M modes (where magnetic field is tangent) one needs the other theory with the scalar E and vector B fields. The appropriate reduction leading to this theory has been proposed. Then the reduced Maxwell equations contain scalar sources which may be subsequently rewritten in the form of eddy surface currents. This theory may have some application for example for the description of electromagnetic waves propagating in the interface between a conductor on the one side and a dielectric on the other. Due to the presence of the metallic surface only the T M modes are admissible.
